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HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE

PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -HJ 00275
,
READ THIRD TIME: Pl>SSED AS AMENDED; YfAS 106 N�YS
-HJ 00295
SENATE PECEIVED, PEFEPREO ro JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL, COMMERCE
-SJ 00228
SENATE EXTE.NSl014 OF TIME (.PANTED COMMITTEE J\IOICIARY-(PlMP,IAl.
SENATE EXTENSION OF T!MF GRANTED COMM ITTEE JUD!C!A 0 Y-CPIMJNAL
SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM .JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL, ((1,-.MEPCE;
SUBSTITUTE[) <=(1P se 785; PASSED; YEt>S 35 NAYS
0
-SJ 00991
HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLED
HO USE SIGNED BY OFFICEPS AND PRESENTED TO GOVEPNOP
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-230

GENERAL Bill BY WATT
CONSUMER PROTECTION; PROVIDES DEFINITIONS: PEOUIRES SELLERS o <= co�cu��P
COMMODITIES USING ELECTRONIC CODING DEVICES FOR RECORDING PRICE rF SUCH
COMMODITIES TO DISPLAY PRICE PEP PACKAG E OR PEP UNIT, FXPPESSED IN
DOLLARS & CE NTS, ON EACH CONSUMER COMMODITY SOLD.
EFFECTIVE DATE:
10/01 /80.
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SUBREFERRED TO SUBCUMMITTEE ON BUSINESS t COMMFPf JAL
LAW

TARGETED FOR PRIVAfE SECTOR IMPACT: !NT 0 n□UCFD,
REFERRED TO COMMERCE -HJ 00057; SU8PEFERP':� TQ
SUBCOMMITTEE ON BUSINFSS C COMMERCIAL LAW
DIED JN COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE

GENERAL BILL/CS BY PEGU LATED INDUSTRIES C LICENSING, HATTAWAY
(C OMP APE H I 4 5 5, S 04 51 , S 0 5 2 7 I
PARI-MUTUEL WAGERING; PROVIDES FClR SUMMER JAI ALA I SEASOI, Rf (fPTA!N
PERMITTEES: Prnv1DES FOi< CONVE'RSION OF A PERMIT TO JAi Alt.I P':R.�JT;
PE RMITS CERTAIN HARNESS RACING PERMITHOLDERS TO APPLY FOP t RECEIVE
LICENSE TO CONDUCT OOGRACE MEETINGS AT HARNESS TRACKS, ETC. A"1ENOS
550.16,.37.
EFFECT IVF DATE: 06/11/80.
02/22/80
HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; TAPGl':TED FOR STAH
FISCAL IMPACT; PPEFILEC, R EFEPPEO TC FEGULATFD
I NDUSTRIES C LICENSING, FINANCE C TAXATION; 5UBAEFERRED
TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON PARI-MUTUELS
04/08/80
HOUSE TARG�TED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; TA 0 GETED FOR STATE
FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODU CED, REFERRED TO REGULATE')
INDUSTRIES C LICENSING, FINANCE C TAXtTION -HJ 00057;
SUBREFERPED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON PAR I-MUTUELS
04/21/80 HOUSE
WITHDRAW N FROM- FINANCE C TAXATION -HJ 00212
COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY PEGULAT<:D
04/22/80 HOUSE
INDUSTRIES C LICENSING -HJ 00225: PLACED ON SPECIAL
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H J 00224
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04/23/80 HOUSE READ THIRD T !ME; C/S
-HJ 00232
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EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE C[MMERCE
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06 /05 / 80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAV ORABLE WITH AMEND. BY COMMERCE
-SJ 00809
06/06/80 SENATE
NOW IN WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00809; WITHOPA\o.N FROM WAYS
A NO MEANS -SJ 00978; PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAP
-SJ 00910; PASSED AS AMENDED: YEAS 28 NAYS
6
-SJ 00981
06/06/80 HOUSE
CONCURRED; C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 88 NAYS 15
-HJ 01273; ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENPOLL':D
06/10/80
HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICER� AND PRESENTED TO GQVFR�OR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-88
06/11/80

GE NERAL BILL BY HAWKINS, L. R. ANO OTHERS
ROAD DESIGNATION: RENAMES A SECTION OF SO-UTH WEST 27TH AVUJLIE l'I OAf'E
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CONSERVATION, WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00171
COMM. REPORT: C/S BY NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION
-SJ 00230
05/06 /80 SENATE NOW IN WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00230
05113/80 SENATE WITHDRAW N FROM WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00279; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
05 /29/80 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER C ALENDAR; C/S READ FIRST TIME;
C/S PASSED; YEAS 39 NAYS
O -SJ 00484: IMMEDIATFLY
CERTIFIED
05 /30/80 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00873; PE AD SECOND
TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED AS
AMENDED; YEAS 93 NAYS
1 -HJ 00875
0
06 /03 /80 SENATE C ONCURRED: C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 34 NAYS
-SJ 00575; ORDERED ENGROSSED, T HEN ENROLLED
06 /04 /80 SENATE SIGNED ev OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 0 0803
06/05/80
APPROVED BY GOVfRNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-65 -SJ 00810
04 /25/80
05/05/80 SENATE

S 1053 Gft-lERAL � T LL BY FRANK
CONTRACTORS: REQUIRES CONTRACTORS TO FILE PERFOR MANCE BOND WITH
pPOFESS ION AL RfGULATION DEPARTMENT AS PREREOUI SITE TO REG! STRATION OR
CERTIFICATION; AUT HORIZES ALTERNATIVES; REQUIRES AD OPTION OF RULES:
SPECIFIES APPLICABILITY. CREATES 489.126. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
04/25/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, RE FERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO
CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00171
05/05/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
A ND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/19/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
A ND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
06/02/80 SENATE EXTE NSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FP.OM ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AN D CONSUMER
AFFAIRS; REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CAL ENDAR
S 1054 GENERAL BILL /CS BY COMMERCE, ANDERS ON (SIMILAR CS/H 1825, COMPARE
S 1291 I
PARI-MUTUELS; RE VISES PROVISION RE ALLOCATION OF HORSERACING PERIODS OF
OPERATION, T AXES, FEES, COMMISSIONS i PURSES O N PARI-MUTUEL OPE RATIONS;
PROVIDES CIVIL PENALTIES; PROVIDES FOP DEPOSIT OF OCCUPATIONAL -LICENSE
TA XES; PROVIDES FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FU NDS, ETC. AMENDS CHS. 550,
551. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04 /25/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED T O COMMERCE, WAYS ANO MEANS
-SJ 00171
05/09/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
05/21/80 SENATE COMM . REPORT: C/S BY COMMERCE -SJ 003 68
05/22/80 SENATE NOW IN WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00368; W ITHDRAW N FROM WAYS
ANO MEANS: PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 003 76;
C/S READ FIRST Tl"IE; C/S PASSED; YEAS 36 NAYS
l
-SJ 00376; IMMEDIATELY CERTIFIED
05/23/80 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFfRRED TO REGULATED INDUS TRIES & LICENSING,
CINANCE � TAXATION -HJ 00560
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE, IDEN./SJM./COM PARE BILL PASSED,
REFER TO C/S HB 1825 ( CH. 80-571
S 1055 GENERAL BILL BY HENDERSON
CIGARETTE TAX; LIMITS CIGARETTE TAX LIABILITY AN AGENT MAY INCUR.
EFFECTIVF DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
AMEND� 210.05.
04/25/80 SENATE INTRODUCtO, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00171
05/09/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
05/28/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
0 6/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM COMMERCE; REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR
- SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR
S 1056 GENERAL BILL BY PETERSON
TAX COLLECTORS /PROPERTY APPRAISERS; PROVIDES FOR COMISSIONS OF TAX
COLLECTORS FOR COLLECTION OF SPECIAL ASSES SMENTS IM POSED BY TAXING
OISTPICTS; PROVIDES FOP COMPENSATION TO PROPERTY APPRAISERS i TAX
COLLECTORS FOR ASSESSING G COLLECTING WATER CONTROL DISTRICT TAXES.
CONTINUE D ON NEXT PAGE
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deposit or donation shall be forfeited to the shelter or animal
control agency.
Any legal fees or court costs used for the
enforcement of this subsection are the responsibility of the adopter.
Upon request of a licensed veterinarian, and for a valid reason, the
shelter or animal control agency shall extend the time limits within
which the animal must be sterilized.
Section 3. All costs of sterilization pursuant to this act shall
be paid by the prospective adoptor unless otherwise provided for by
ordinance of the local governing body with respect to animal control
agencies or shelters operated by or subsidized by a unit of local
government or by the humane society governing body with respect to an
animal control agency or shelter operated solely by the humane
society and not subsidized by public funds.
Section 4.

This act sha 11 take effect o ctober 1 , 1980 .

Approved by the Governor June 11, 1980.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 11, 1980.
CHAPTER 80-88
Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 595
An

act relating to pari-mutuel wagering; providing for a
summer jai alai season with respect
to
certain
permittees; providing for conversion of a permit to a
jai alai permit by the Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering
of the Department of Business Regulation; amending s.
550.37 (13),
Florida
Statutes,
permitting
certain
harness racing permitholders to apply for and receive a
license to conduct dograce meetings in lieu of harness
racing at harness tracks; adding paragraph (h) to s.
550.16, Florida Statutes, as amended by chapter 80-57,
Laws
of
Florida, affecting capital improvements;
amending s. 550.37(12), Florida Statutes, relating to
guarterhorse
days
and
dates at harness tracks;
providing an effective date.

WHEREAS, it is the finding of the Legislature that the operation
by permittees of legalized pari-mutuel betting has
become
a
substantial business compatible with the best interests of the state,
and
WHEREAS, it is the further finding of the Legislature that the
operations of such permittees do attract a large tourist business to
the state and do afford entertainment to such tourists, and
WHEREAS, it is the further finding of the Legislature of the state
that in counties where there are five or more permittees engaged in
the operation of pari-mutuel pools, �s provided by law, on exhibition
sports, this state fails to get the (ull benefit of such attractions
in encouraging the tourist trade, for there is a lack of jai alai
entertainment on which pari-mutuel betting is permitted during the
summer tourist season, and it would be to the best interests of the
state to permit summer jai alai so long as there is no increase in
the number of permittees authorized to operate within any specified
county, and
283
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WHEREAS, it is the further finding of the Legislature that the
Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering should be empowered to receive and
to grant the application of a permittee in such county whose pari
mutuel play for 2 consecutive years next prior to such application
has had the smallest mutuel play of any pari-mutuel permittee within
said county to conduct without further elections a jai alai fronton
during the summer season as herein fixed and determined at a location
within such county during the summer tourist season commencing May 1
and ending on November 30 of each year, and that this may greatly
enhance the tax revenue derived by the state and counties and will
not endanger the general welfare of the public, and
WHEREAS, it is the further finding of the Legislature that in
those counties in which harness horse racing has not provided a major
source of local entertainment, has added little to tourism, has
failed to generate local interest, and has provided a relatively
small amount of pari-mutuel tax revenue; the permitholder and the
state would probably gain in revenues if such harness horse racing
permit were converted into a permit to conduct dog racing, NOW
THEREFORE,
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.
(1) The owners or operators of pari-mutuel permits
which are authorized by the Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering of the
Department of Business Regulation to conduct pari-mutuel pools on
exhibition sports in any county having five or more such pari-mutuel
permits, whose mutuel play from the operation of such pari-mutuel
pools for the 2 consecutive years next prior to filing an application
under this section, has had the smallest play or total pool within
the county, may apply to the Division to convert its permit to a
permit to conduct a summer jai alai fronton in such county during the
summer season commencing on May 1 and ending on November 30 of each
year on such dates as may be selected by such permittee for the same
number of days and performances as are allowed and granted to winter
jai alai frontons within such county; providing that if a permittee
who is eligible under this section to convert a permit declines to
convert, then a new permit is hereby made available in that
permittee's county to conduct summer jai alai games as provided by
this
section,
notwithstanding mileage and permit ratification
requirements and providing that in the event that a permittee
converts a quarterhorse permit pursuant to this section, nothing
herein shall prohibit the
permittee
from
obtaining
another
quarterhorse permit; however, no permit which is converted to a jai
alai permit may be authorized to conduct afternoon or matinee
performances
unless
the permit, as it existed prior to the
conversion, had conducted afternoon or matinee performances prior to
the conversion of the permit.
Such permittee shall pay the same
taxes as are fixed and required to be paid from the pari-mutuel pools
of winter jai alai permittees and shall be bound by all of the
regulations and provisions of chapters 550 and 551, Florida Statutes,
which are applicable to the operation of winter jai alai frontons.
Such permittee shall only be permitted to operate a jai alai fronton
after its application has been submitted to the division and its
license has been issued pursuant to the application.
The license
shall be renewable from year to year as provided by law.
(2) Such permittee shall be entitled to the issuance of a license
for the operation of a jai alai fronton during the summer season as
fixed in this section. Such license shall authorize the permittee to
284
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operate at any jai alai permittee's
within such county.

plant

it

may

lease

or

build

(3) Such license for the operation of a jai alai fronton shall
never be permitted to be operated during the jai alai winter season
and neither the jai alai winter licensee nor the jai alai summer
licensee shall be permitted to operate on the same days or in
competition to each other. Nothing in this section shall prevent the
summer jai alai permittee from leasing the facilities of the winter
jai alai permittee for the operation of the summer meet.
(4) The provisions of chapters 550 and 551, Florida Statutes,
which prohibit the location and operation of jai alai frontons within
a specified distance from the location of another jai alai fronton or
other permittee and which prohibit the division from granting any
permit at a location within a certain designated area shall not be
applicable to the provisions of this section and shall not prevent
the issuance of a license under this section. A permittee granted a
license under this section shall not conduct pari-mutuel pools during
the summer season except at a jai alai fronton as provided in this
section.
Section 2. For the calendar year 1980, the summer season to which
section 1 applies commences on or after the effective date of this
act and ends on November 30, 1980.
Section 3. Subsection
is amended to read:

(13)

of section 550.37, Florida Statutes,

(Substantial rewordin of section. See
, F.S., or present text.

s.

550.37

Operation of certain harness tracks.--

(13) (a) Any holder of a ratified permit to conduct harness racing
under the laws of this state, which permit has not been revoked in a
referendum election, is hereby entitled to apply to the Division of
Pari-mutuel Wagering of the Department of Business Regulation for a
license to conduct dograce meetings at such track, in lieu of harness
racing, for the same number of racing days each season to which dog
racetracks in counties having more than one dogracing track are
entitled by law, subject to all of the provisions of the law
concerning pari-mutuel taxes paid by tracks conducting dogracing,
provided the following conditions are met:

1. The average daily pari-mutuel handle
conducted by the harness track during the
application to the Division of Pari-mutuel
provided, has not exceeded $125,000.

in any racing meet
10 years preceding
Wagering, as herein

2. The gross revenue to the state for the operation of the
harness track for the 10 years immediately preceding application to
the Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering, as herein provided, does not
exceed the sum of $350,000 per year.
(b) The Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering, upon application of
holder of a ratified permit which meets the requirements
subsection (a), shall convert the permit and shall issue to
holder of such permit a license to conduct dograce meetings as
forth above, provided the conditions stated herein are met at
28 5
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time of the application to conduct dogracing, any provision of any
law or rule in conflict herewith or to the contrary notwithstanding.
(c) On and after the effective date of this act and upon
application of the holder of a ratified permit which meets the
requirements of subsection (a), the Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering
shall issue to the holder of such permit a license to conduct a
dograce meeting, which shall end on September 1st, during the 19801981 racing season and each meeting year thereafter, the division
shall renew, as provided by law, such license for the period starting
May 3rd through and ending on September 1st.
Section 4. Paragraph (h)
550.16, Florida Statutes, as
Florida, to read:

is added to subsection (2) of section
amended by Chapter 80-57, Laws of

550.16 Pari-mutuel
pool
commissions; breaks, etc.--

authorized

within

track

enclosures;

( 2)

·

rovements

s which re u1re
an
mun1ci a
or inances, reso u
the qualification or approval of such capital improvement proJect
y
the municipality wherein the permitholder conducts 1ts business
operations.
Section 5. Subsection
is amended to read:
550.37

(12)

of section 550.37, Florida Statutes,

Operation of certain harness tracks.--

(12) A harness racing permitholder is authorized to conduct no
more than 12 races per racing day. Any harness track licensed to
operate under the provisions of this section may make an application
for, and shall be issued b the Division of Pari-mutuel Wa erin , a
icense to operate not more t an i ty 50 quarter orse racing ars
during the summer season which shall extend from June 1st until
Se tember 1st of each ear, rovided, however, that this license to
it1on to t e
for 50

Section 6. Severability.--If any provision of this act or the
application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, it
is the legislative intent that the invalidity shall not affect other
provisions or applications of the act which can be given effect
without the invalid provisions or application, and to this end the
provisions of this act are declared severable.
Section 7.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.
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Approved by the Governor June 11,

1980.

Filed in Office Secretary of State June 11, 1980.
CHAPTER sn-89
House Bill No. 726
An

act
relating to taxation of citrus; amending s.
601.15(3), Florida Statutes; specifying citrus excise
tax rates; providing for reduction of specified rates;
amending s. 601.157(1),
(1), (4)(b), (5), Florida
Statutes;
reducing
the additional excise tax on
grapefruit; providing for deposit of proceeds from such
additional tax; providing for disposition of certain
balances remaining in the Processed Grapefruit Rebate
Fund; providing effective dates.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section l. Subsection (3) of section 601.15, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:
(Substantial rewordin of subsection.
s.
, F.S., or present text.

See

601.15 Advertising campaign;
methods of conducting; excise tax;
emergency reserve fund; ��a�ef�ei�-eraRe-aave��isiR�-�eea�es; citrus
research.-(3 )(a) There is hereby levied and imposed upon each standard
packed box of citrus fruit grown and placed into the primary channel
of trade in this state, an excise tax at annual rates for each citrus
season as determined from the tables in this paragraph and based upon
the previous season's actual statewide production as reported in the
United States Department of Agriculture Citrus Crop Production
Forecast as of June 1.
1. The following
apply to grapefruit:

tax

rates,

expressed in cents per box, shall

Tax rate per citrus season
Previous season
1980crop size
1981
(millions of boxes)
Over 65.0
60.0-65.0
55.0-59.99
50.0-54.99
45.0-49.99
40.0-44.99
Less than 40.0

10
11
12
14
15

1982198 l

19831984

J 3

15
16

11
12
14
15

J4

15
J7
19
22
23

17

19
20

17

18

2. The following
apply to oranges:

19811982

ta X

rates,
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17

19
22
24
26

19841985
17
18
19
21
24
26
28

19851986 and
thereafter
19
20
21
23
26
28
30

expressed in cents per box, shall

265-82-2-0
2.

The gross revenue to the state for the operation of

the harness track for the 10 years immediately preceding
application to the Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering Be�afemeRe
e£-Btts4Ress-Regtt±a�4eR, as herein provided, does not exceed

7.10/22

the sum of $350,000 per year $�e,eee.
3.--�Ae-eays-eR-wA4eR-eegfae4Rg-4R-±4ett-e£-RafRess

7.29

fae4Rg-sRa±±-ee-eeRette�ee-ey-eRe-a��±4eaRe-�ttfSttaRe-�o-±aw

7.30

sAa±±-Re�-eeR£±4e�-w4eR-ef-ee4Re4ee-w4�R-�Re-eays-4R-wR4eR

8. 1

eegfae4Rg-4s-eeRette�ee-ey-aRy-eegfae4Rg-�faek-w4eR4R-a-fae4tts
10

o£-¼80-sea�ttee-m4±es-ffom-eRe-s4ee-e£-sa4e-efaekT
(b)

11

The Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering Be�afemeRe-ef

8.3
8.3/1

12

Btts4Ress-Regtt±a�4eR, upon application of the holder of a

8.3/2

13

ratified permit owRef-ef-a-faee�faek which meets the

l:los

14

requirements of paragraph (a), shall annually issue to the

8.3/4

15

holder owRef of such permit a-faee�faek a license to conduct

8.3/6

16

dograce meetings as set forth above, provided the conditions

17

stated herein are met at the time of the initial application

8.3/7

18

to conduct dogracing, any provision of any law or rule in

8.3/8

19

conflict herewith or to the contrary notwithstanding.

8.3/9

(c)

20

On and after the effective date of this act and

l:lus

21

upon application of the holder of a ratified permit which

22

meets the requirements of paragraph (a), the Division of Pari-

23

mutuel Wagering shall issue to the holder of such permit a

8.3/12

24

license to conduct a dograce meeting during the 1980-81 racing

8.3/13

25

season and each meeting year thereafter, any provision of any

26

law or rule in conflict herewith or to the contrary

27

notwithstanding.
Section 2.

28
29

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

30
31
2
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Florida House of Representatives - 1980
By Representative

Hattaway

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to racing; amending s.
550. 37 (13), Florida Statutes; modifying
requirements which harness racing permit
holders must meet in order to apply for and
6

in lieu of harness racing at harness tracks;

(l)

,,,._

en u
ci�
-"
s.. :,
(l) 00(l)
N.C

'°""'

providing an effective date.
10

0 'O

� C:
"""'
11

4- (l)
0 s..
:,
.µ .µ

12

V, "'
o�
u V,
13
"' en

(l)
.µ ...J

"'

(l)
'O .c
(l) .µ
.µ
"'4-

receive a license to conduct dograce meetings

14
15

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Subsection (13) of section 550. 37, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
550.37
(13) (a)

Operation of certain harness tracks.-Any holder of a ratified permit to conduct

en o
:, V, 16

harness racing under the laws of this state, which permit has

17

not been revoked in a referendum election, is hereby entitled

18

to apply to the Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering of the

19

Department of Business Regulation for a license to conduct

20

dograce meetings at such track, in lieu of harness racing, for

Es..
0 (l)
'--"
ci E
(l)
"' E

"'

:,: 40

.µ
C:
(l)
E
:,

C:
0
·.µ

c

u "'

.g

0

u 4-

21

the same number of racing days each season to which dog

:, (l)
0-.C
.µ

22

racetracks in counties having flee more than one dogracing

·- s..
.c 0

23

track are entitled by law, subject to all of the provisions of

24

the law concerning pari-mutuel taxes paid by tracks conducting

25

dogracing, provided the following conditions are met:

- C:

:a•.V,

,- 4-

26

1.

The average daily pari-mutuel pool in any racing

27

meet conducted by the harness track during the 10 years

28

preceding application to the Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering

29

Bepe��mefte-ef-B�s4ness-Re��±ae4efl, as herein provided, has not

30

exceeded $125,000 $r5,eee.

31
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8

10
11
12

*****************************************

l: hb:

HOUSE SUMMARY

l: hb:

Relaxes the restrictions upon a harness racing permit
holder applying for a license to conduct dograce meetings
in lieu of harness racing at his track. Changes the
number of days dograce meetings may be conducted under
such license from the number for counties having one dog
racetrack to the number for counties having more than one
dog racetrack. Increases from $25,000 to $125,000 the
average daily pari-mutuel pool at the track allowable for
such license during the 10 years preceding application,
and increases from $70,000 to $350,000 the allowable
annual gross revenue to the state from the track during
the same 10-year period. Eliminates the restriction that
dogracing in lieu of harness racing shall not be
conducted on a day that conflicts with a dograce at a
dogtrack within a 100-mile radius. Requires the Division
of Pari-mutuel Wagering of the Department of Business
Regulation to issue licenses under the provisions of the
act beginning with the 1980-81 racing season.

8. 3/:
8. 3/:
8. 3/:

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

l.

28
29
30
31
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fixed in this act and determined at a location within such

1.19

county, during the summer tourist season commencing May 1 and

1.20

ending on November 30 of each year, and that this may greatly

1.21

enhance the tax revenue derived by the state and counties and
will not endanger the general welfare of the public.
Section 2.

1.22

Section 551.18, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
551.18
(1)

1.22
1.22/1

Summer jai alai.--

1: 1 us

In any county of the state where there are three

1. 22/2

10

or more dogracing permittees conducting dogracing, one and

11

only one of the dogracing permittees shall be permitted to be

1.22/3

12

licensed by the Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering to conduct a

1.22/4

13

summer jai alai fronton in such county during the summer

14

season hereby fixed in such county as commencing on May 1 and

1.22/5

15

ending on November 30 of each year on such dates as may be

1.22/6

16

selected by such permittee, for the same number of days and

17

performances as are allowed and granted to winter jai alai

1.22/7

18

frontons within such county.

1. 22/8

19

same taxes as are fixed and required to be paid from the pari-

20

mutuel pools of winter jai alai permittees and shall be bound

1.22/9

21

by all of the rules and provisions of chapters 550 and 551

1.22/10

22

which are applicable to the operation of winter jai alai

Such permittee shall pay the

23

frontons.

24

jai alai fronton after its application has been submitted to

25

the Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering and its license has been

26

issued pursuant to said application.

27

renewable from year to year as is provided by law.

28

applicant in compliance with the provisions of this act shall

29

be issued an annual license.

30
31

(2)

Such permittee shall only be permitted to operate a

Said license shall be
Any

1.22/11
1.22/12
1.22/14
1.22/15
1.22/i

A permittee shall be entitled to the issuance of a

license for the operation of a jai alai fronton during the
2
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Florida House of Representatives - 1980

CS for

HB

595

By Committee on Regulated Industries & Licensing and
Representative Hattaway
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to pari-mutuel wagering;
providing legislative intent; creating s.
551.18, Florida Statutes, providing for a
summer jai alai season with respect to certain
u

permittees; providing for conversion of a

..a

dogracing permit to a jai alai permit by the

::,

,... a.
(I)
a. (I)
.c

"'"'"'
0

-

. "'
<+- ,...
0

Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering of the

�-o

Department of Business Regulation; amending s.

0 <=

(I)

::,
...,

550.39, Florida Statutes, permitting certain

10

t�
0 V,

harness racing permitholders to apply for and

II
u•�
en
(I) (I) 12
en_J

"'

"'>...,
<+"'<= V,0

,... (I)
(I) .c

..., ,...
"'(I)

..a

"'en<+-

"O E
(I) (I)

receive a license to conduct dograce meetings

13

in lieu of harness racing at harness tracks;

14

providing an effective date.

15

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

..., E 16

";

0

E <=

"'

0 0

,... ·�

a...>

Vl E

,...
"'
3' 0
<+-

l7

18

Section 1.

19

(1)

..., <=
<= ·�
(I)
20
E (I)
0

,... 21

mutuel betting has become a substantial business compatible

"'

with the best interests of the state.

0

u<+-

� (I)

..a en
::,

a. a.

22

(2)

23

V, "'
.c

It is the finding of the Legislature that the

operation by permittees of legalized pari-mutuel and pari

::, .c

u...,

"O

Legislative Intent.--

the operators of such permittees do attra�t a large tourist

en 24

I- <=

V,

It is the further finding of the Legislature that

25

business to the state and do afford entertainment to such

26

tourists.
(3)

27

It is the intent of the Legislature that the

28

Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering of the Department of Business

29

Regulation shall, upon receipt of a valid application, grant a

30

permit to conduct without further elections a summer jai alai

31

I

fronton as described in section 2 during the summer season as
COOIHG: Words in�� type ore deletions from existing law; words underlined ore additions,
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(1)

Any holder of a ratified permit to conduct harness

1.22/37

racing under the laws of this state, which permit has not been

l.22/3R

revoked in a referendum election, is hereby entitled to apply

1.22/

to the Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering of the Department of
Business Regulation for a license to conduct dograce meetings

1.22/40

at such track, in lieu of harness racing, for the same number

1.22/41

of racing days each season to which dog racetracks in counties

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

having more than one dogracing track are entitled by law,

1.22/42

subject to all of the provisions of the law concerning pari

1.22/43

mutuel taxes paid by tracks conducting dogracing, provided the
following conditions are met:
(a)

1.22/44

The average daily pari-mutuel pool in any racing

meet conducted by the harness track during the 10 years

1.22/44
1.22/45

preceding application to the Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering,
as herein provided, has not exceeded $125,000.
(b)

The gross revenue to the state for the operation

1.22/4"
1.22/4

of the harness track for the 10 years immediately preceding

1.22/47

application to the Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering, as herein

1.22/48

19

provided, does not exceed the sum of $350,000 per year.

1.22/49

21

application of the holder of a ratified permit which meets the

1.22/50

22

requirements of subsection (1), shall annually issue to the

1.22/51

n

holder of such permit a license to conduct dograce meetings as

1.22/52

24

set forth above, provided the conditions stated herein are met

25

at the time of the initial application to conduct dogracing,

1.22/53

26

any provision of any law or rule in conflict herewith or to

1.22/54

17
18

w

ll

(2)

The Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering, upon

1.22/49

the contrary notwithstanding.
( 3)

On and after the effective date of this act and

29

upon application of the holder of a ratified permit which

30

meets the requirements of subsection (1), the Division of

31

Pari-mutuel Wagering shall issue to the holder of such permit
4
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summer season as herein fixed and said license shall be issued

1.22/

to the permittee to operate at any jai alai permittee's plant
1.22/

it may lease or build within such county.
(3)

A license for the operation of a jai alai fronton,

l:lus

as herein provided, shall never be permitted to be operated

1.22/

during the jai alai winter season, and neither the jai alai

1.22;

winter permittee nor the jai alai summer permittee shall be

10
11
12

permitted to operate on the same days or in competition to

1.22/

each other.

1.22/

Nothing herein provided shall prevent the summer

jai alai permittee from leasing the facilities of the winter
jai alai permittee for the operation of the summer meet.
( 4)

Said permittee may apply for a license to operate

l3

for the season commencing on June 1, 1980, and ending November

14

30, 1980.

15
16
17
18

(5)

prohibit the location and operation of jai alai frontons

1.22/

within a specified distance from the location of another jai

1.22/

alai fronton or other permittee and which prohibit the

20

location within a certain designated area shall not be

23

1.22/
1: 1 us

Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering from granting any permit at a

22

1.22/

The provisions of chapters 550 and 551 which

19
21

1.22/

1.22/

applicable to the provisions of this act and shall not prevent

1.22/

the issuance of a license hereunder.

1.22/

Upon the issuance of a

license for a summer jai alai as herein provided, such

24

permittee granted a license hereunder shall not conduct pari-

1.22;

25

mutuel pools except at a jai alai fronton as herein provided.

1.22;

26
ll

Section 3.

Section 550.39, Florida Statutes, is

1.22;
1.221

amended to read:
(Substantial rewording of section.

29

s. 550.39, F.S., for present text.)

1:1 U!

550.39

1.22,

30
31

See

1.2 21

n

Summer dogracing authorized for certain harness

tracks.-3
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a license to conduct a dograce meeting during the 1980-1981
racing season and each meeting year thereafter, during the
period starting May 3rd through and ending on September 1st,
any provision of any law or rule in conflict herewith or to
the contrary notwithstanding.
Section 4.

Severability.--If any provision of this act

1.2;

or the application thereof to any person or circumstance is
held invalid, it is the legislative intent that the invalidity

1.2;

shall not affect other provisions or applications of the act
which can be given effect without the invalid provisions or

10

application, and to this end the provisions of this act are

11

declared severable.

12

Section 5.

13

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

lJ

15
16
17

18

19

20
21

22
23

24

25

26
27

28

29
3

0

31

I
5
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LATlrJ ArtlERICAN JAi ALAI, UJC.
316 MINORCA AVENUE
CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA 33134
PHONE (305) 445-5351
rcprwluced by

FLORIDA S ,ATF.: i\�C"IVES
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April 21, 1980

Tallahassee, f- L :i.!3<.,CJ O ,c 50
(

Sertesfl__ Carton "(

Jf>

The Hon. John Ryals
The Capitol
Tallahassee
Dear Legislator:
Perhaps we have overlooked something. For the past
six years we have advocated Summer Jai Alai in Dade County.
We have carefully followed all of the statutory provisions
relating to petitioning and filing for the proper permits
to conduct Sum mer Jai Alai.
Every year, since 1974, we have reviewed our position
with the Division of Pari Mutuel Wagering and r.-lith members
of the Legislature only to be put off.
Now we find our position, on Summer Jai Alai, is being
embraced by all those who have rebuked us in the past. But,
to our amazement, Latin American Jai Alai, Inc., the only
proponent of this position for the past six years, is not
even being considered for the franchise.
Frankly, we are puzzled and exasperated . We sincerely
want an opportunity to be heard. He do not believe, if you
had all the facts presen�ed tc you, th::::.t you ':-:culd ccmdone
the estrtblishment of a Pari Mutuel Monopoly in Florida.
Unfortunately, that appears to be the direction the Florida
Legislature is headed.
It is in the interest of the People of the State of
Florida, that all sides of this issue be examined by you and
your colleagues. We respectfully request that you grant us
the time to make our case understood by you.
Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to
meeting with you soon.
Respectfull

7,

LATIN AMERICAN JAI ALAI, INC.

,l _
.,..__
\;\ �
_________
_

·'-./;..__'-_---,,-"-.,,
-=--.Q;(::-;_J
-I.ncL,1 le cj_ff"I> er tie rr a
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Hon. John L. Ryals
The Capitol
Tallahassee, Fla.

C/ 7c;_

�,,,..le

Ix:ar L�gisla�or:
1,Jc believe that Sumner Jai Alai should def L'1itely be pennitted in Dade
County and we have so stated consecu::ively for six yec1Ys. As a source of
income ar..d as a tocrist atLrac�ion, w,Dng other reasons, it should be allowed.
EL"1::, there is a ls,-,- enacced by the Hcuse of Representatives and the-e
i3 ,':'. biE pe..11ciing in ti1e 2enate which Fe strongly oppose. Wl-iY?
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Execurive Offices

April 18, 1980

Dr. Warren Morgan
Staff Director
Regulated Industries & Licensing Committee
Florida House of Representatives
The Capitol
Tallahassee, FL 32304
Dear Warren:
I was thinking of the story about your friend, the karate
instructor, who was so quick that he could remove coins
from someone's hand before the other person could close a
fist.
I think that is what happend to us yeste�day!
Unfortunately, I think the St�te would benefit from the
"coins" that were removed, an estimated $2,500,000 annuall:_,,.
in new tax monies which could help in the horsetrack relief
effort. I continue to believe that providing a summer jai
alai option for Broward County is in the best interests of
the State and hope that the future can hold such benefits.
Thank you for your assistance and courtesies.
ta se2 you again.
Cordially,
�

Stephen F. Snyder
President
SFS/ct
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HB 595
SPONSOR(S)Rep. Hattaway

Finance and Taxation

RELATING TO Harness Horses and
Greyhound Permit
Conversions
I.

SUMMARY
A.

(

March 3, 1980

Present Situation

Currently, section 550. 37 (13) (a), Florida Statutes, authorizes
a harness horse racing permittee to apply to the Division of
Pari-mutuel Wagering for a change in the permit to allow dog
racing instead of horseracing. The following conditions
must be met:
1.

The average daily pari-mutuel pool in any racing
meet conducted by the harness track during the
10 years preceding application to the Department
of Business Regulation, as herein provided, has
not exceeded $25,000.

2.

The gross revenue to the state for the operation
of the harness track for the 10 years immediately
preceding application to the Department of Business
Regulation, as herein provided, does not exceed
the sum of $70,000.

3.

The days on which dogracing in lieu of harness
racing shall be conducted by the applicant pursuant
to law shall not conflict with or coincide with the
days in which dogracing is conducted by any dogracing
track within a radius of 100 statute miles from the
site of said track.
Section 550. 31 (13) (b), Florida Statutes, requires
the Department of Business Regulation to annually
issue to the owner of such a racetrack a license to
conduct dograce meetings as set forth above, provided
the conditions stated herein are met at the time
of the initial application to conduct dogracing.

B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes

The requirements for application changes will be changed
in the following ways:
1.

Increases the average daily pari-mutuel wagering
pool to $125,000.

2.

Increases the gross revenue to the state to $350,000.

3.

Eliminates the prohibition against racing on dates
which conflict with other dog tracks.

595 Conti11ued
The bill requires the Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering to
issue annually a dogracing license to the holder of a
ratified permit if the other requirements are satisfied.
The bill authorizes the conduct of a dogracing meeting
during the 1980-81 racing season.
II.

PRIVATE SECTOR/STATE/LOCAL FISCAL IMPACT
The philosophy and intent of the pari-mutuel industry is
clearly spelled out in the statutes. The intent is to
maximize state revenue and allow a reasonable rate of return
on investment to the pari-mutuel oper.:i tor. The anticipated
increase in attendance, parking fees, concessions, program
sales, etc., should have a positive fiscal impact on the
local government and private sector in the target area.
The conversion from a horseracing permit to greyhound
permit will substantially increase the number of tax
dollars the state will receive.
While running as a harness
track, Seminole Downs has consistently been either the
lowest or next to the lowest tax revenue producers of all
of the pari-mutuel permittees in the state. It is
conservatively projected that the state would gain between
1.4 million and 3 million in tax revenue.
The conversion would have an additional significant fiscal
impact on the local economy, employment, unemployment and
the construction industry. The conversion as presently
described in this piece of legislation would impact
significantly on the harness race farmers, breeders, trainers
It will impact
and others associated with the industry.
on the general local economy in a very positive fashion.
Conversion would require extensive renovation of the physical
facility.
It is staff's understanding that the owners
will request to race dogs during the period previously
allocated for horses.
If this is the case, overlapping of
dates would be no greater problem than it is at present.

III.

COMMENTS
Staff would recommend that should the permit conversion
pass that every effort be made to find an alternative
location for the running of harness, quarter and other flat
track horses in the area to offset the possible negative
economic impact to the horse industry.
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Warren Morgan

STAFF DIRECTOR l'i'arren Moraan
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PROPOSED CS/HB 595

SPONSOR(S) Committee & Rep. Hattawu.y

OTHER COHt-llTTlcCS OF REfCRE1KE

RELATING TO Harness Horses, Jai-l\lai
and Greyhound Conversions
I.

Summary

A.
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Present law prohibits a fronton permittee who elects to receive
the benefits of section 551.15 and who operates dates under this
section from operating a fronton exhibition more than a total of
105 days (plus scholarship and charity days) in a twelve-month
period.
Further, section 550.37(13)(a), Florida Statutes, authorizes a
harness horseracing permittee to apply to the Division of Pari
mutuel Wagering for a change in the permit to allow dogracing
instead of horseracing. The following conditions must be met:
1.

2.

3.

B.

The average daily pari-mutuel pool in any rucing meet
conducted by the harness truck duriny tile 10 years
preceding arplication to the Department of Business
Regulation, as herein provided, has not exceeded $25,000.
The gross revenue to the stute for the operation of
the harness track for the 10 years immediately preceding
application to the Department of Business Regulation,
as herein provided, does not exceed the sum of $70,000.

The days on which dogracing in lieu of harness racing
shall be conducted by the applicant pursuant to law shall
not conflict with or coincide with the days in which
dogracing is conducted by any dogracing track within a
radius of 100 statute miles from the site of said track.

Section 550.31(13) (b), Florida Statutes, requires the
Department of Business Regulation to annually issue to the
owner of such a racetrack a license to conduct dograce
meetings as set forth above, provided the conditions stated
herein are met at the time of the initial application to
conduct dogracing.
Probable Effect of Proposed Changes

The first part of the act should have the effect of stimulating
the tourist industry in the state and making the Dade County
area more attractive to South America and Latin tourists. The
act would have particular appeal to the rapidly growing Latin
population of South Florida.
The bill would have no effect on
the number of existing pari-mutuel permits and the county would
not be required to hold a referendum on the issue. It is the
intent of the act to permit the conversion of the existing
dogracing permit at Miami Beach Kennel Club to be converted

l'l,OrOSED CS/HB 595
into a summer jai-alai permit.
Thus, the county 1,u11lcl still
retain its same number of permits.
Further, this conversion
does not require any additional raci.ng clays and/or performances.
It is further the understanding of staff that a federal
highway project will be constructed on the existing Kennel
Club site and that the property is being conclemed. Research
concludes that "persons attending a given pari-mutuel tend to
frequent that sport to the exclusion of the other type pari
mutuels." This apparently is especially the case in regard to
jai-alai. More than 82% of tile Miumi jui-a.lai patrons do not
frequent the thoroughbred tracks.
Tile greatest Jui-alai ?atron
attendance at .:i.:,other pari-muLucL is atlond.:i.ncc :it clogracinq.
However, more than 7.1% do not frequent tile clo':1 tracks. Thus,
there should be no effect on the existing attendance relationship
with the other area pari-mutuels.
Part two or section three of the bill restructures the require
ments for application in the following ways:
.l.

Increases the average daily pari-mutuel wagering pool to
$125,000.00.

2.

Increases the gross revenue to the state to $350,000.00.

J.

Eliminates the prohibition against racing on dates which
conflict with other dog tracks.

The section requires the Division of l'ari-mutuel Wagering to
issue annually a clogracing license to the holder of a ratified
permit if the other requirements are satisfied. The section
authorizes the conduct of a clos,racing meeting during the 1980-81
racing season.
II.

Private Sector/State/Local Fiscal Impact
The philosophy and intent of the pari-mutuel industry is clearly
spelled out in the statutes.
The intent is to maximize state
revenue and allow a reasonable rate of return on invest�ent
to the pari-mutuel operator.
The anticipated increase in
attendance, parking fees, concessions, program sales, etc.,
should have a 9ositive fiscal impact on the local government
and private sector in the target area.
The conversion of the permit from a greyhound permit to a
jai-alai permit in Dade County would affect state revenue and
private sector revenue, but the amount of the increase or
decrease is not quantifiable at this point in time.
The creation
of a summer jai-alai permit and the anticipated increase in the
number of tourists in the area should have the affect of
increasing state revenue.
If in fact the projected condemnation proceedings occur at
the Miami Beach Kennel Club site and no alternative form of
pari-mutuel activity is provided the state revenue pool '.•1ould
be reduced by at least $2,592,910.83 (the amount collected
during the 1978-79 racing season).

PROPOSED CS/HB 595
The conversion from a ltorserilcing permit to greyhound permit
in Seminole County ·.,;ill substantial 1 ·2 · increase the number of t2:-:
dollars the slate 1vill recei 1c.
\•/hi.le running as a harness
track, .Seminole Downs ltas consi_stently· been oi_ti1c[· the lo•.,est
or next to the lo1vest tax revnnue producers of a 11 of the
pari-mutuel pcrmitte<c>s in the st2t€,. Tt is conservatively
projected that the state '.·10ul<: qain bet·.·1ee11 $626,261.00 o.nd
$2,500,000.00 in tax revenue.
1

The conversion would h,1ve .Jn :1cld i.tin11.1 I_ signj fi.c.-1nt fiscal
impact on the Loc,:il. ec1,11ol!1y, 1•11q•loy1111•11t, une111pln,·111enl ,,11<1
the construction industrv. The conv•_,: s ion i1S ui:-c.,se11tl,·
described in this piece of leqisJ.ation 1vould i� f_:' act
significantly on the harness race farn,ors, breeders, trainers
and others associated with the industr-y. It will impact on
the general local economy in a very positive fashion.
Conversion would require extensive r·enovation of the physical
facility. If this is the case, overlapping of dates �ould be
no greater problem than it is at pr-esent.
The new owners have agreed to racing during the same general
period that is presently author-ized for harness racing. The
du tc s have uecn sc t in t.hc iJ i I I :rnd h,1 v,, t:echtL'L'cl t i1c Le• L, L
overlappinq in tlte county bn.L1•;0•�n i'c11-i-111utucl [1ci_litic's from
twenty-four Lo nine.
III.

Comments
The present O1vners
agreement with the
Further, they have
change to both the

of the i·lic1111i Bec1ch Kennel Club are in
intent and purpose of the proposed legislation.
recognizecl the potential econo1nic value of the
state and the permittee.

The conversion would eliminate the problem of overlapping dates
with the existing dog tracks in the area. This problem has
been of continuing concern to the Pari-mutuel Division and
the Legislature.
Staff would recommend that should section 2 of the bill pass
that converts the harness permit to dog in Seminole County, that
every effort be made to find an alter-native location for the
running of harness, quarter c1nd other- flat tr-ack horses in the
art.
The intent would be to reduce the possible negative
economic impact to the horse industry in the target area.
Prepared by Warren Morgan
Staff Director \·/arren Morgan
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I.

Summary
A.

Present Situation
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Present law prohibits a fronto11 pennittce 1-1ho elects to receive
the benefits of section 551.15 and who operates dates under this
section from operating a fronton exhibition more than a total of
105 days (plus scholarship and charity days) in a twelve-month
period.
Further, section 550. 37(13) (a), Florida Statutes, authorizes a
harness horseracing permittee to apply to the Division of Pari
mutuel Wagering for a change i11 the permit to allow dogracing
instead of horseracing. The following conditions must be met:
1.

The average daily pari-mutuel pool in any racing meet
conducted by the harness track during the 10 years
preceding application to the Department of Business
Regulation, as herein provided, has not exceeded $25,000.

2.

The gross revenue to the state for the operation of
the harness track for the LO :,-ears il1\P1ediately orecedinc::r
application to the Department of Business Regulation,
as herein provided, does not exceed the sum of $70,000.

3.

The days on which dogracinq in lieu of harness racing
shall be conducted by the c1pplicant µursuant to law shall
not conflict with or coinc i_de with the days in ,.,hich
dogracing is conducted by any dogracing track within a
radius of 100 statute miles from the site of said track.
Section 550.31(13) (b), Florida Statutes, requires the
Department of Business Regulation to annually issue to the
owner of such a racetrack a license to conduct dograce
meetings as set forth above, provided the conditions stated
herein are met at the time of the initial application to
conduct dogracing.

B.

-_ --.
To'J
IJ
@ 1/
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Probable Effect of Proposed Changes

The first part of the act should have the effect of stimulating
the tourist industry in the state and making the Dade County
area more attractive to South America and Latin tourists. The
act would have particular appeal to the rapidly growing Latin
population of South Florida. The bill would have no effect on
the number of existing pari-mutuel permits and the count/ would
not be required to hold a referendwn on the issue.
It is the
intent of the act to permit tlle conversion of the existing
dogracing permit at Miami Beach Kennel Club to be converted

?'�

into a summer jai-alai permit.
The bill creates section 551.18
and authorizes a sw:uner jai-alai [Jeriod. Thus, the county woulcJ still
retain its same nwnber of µermits.
Further, this conversion
does not require any additional racing days and/or performances.
It is further the understanding of staff that a federal
highway project will be constructed on the existing Kennel
Research
Club site and that the property· is being condemed.
concludes that "persons attending ,7. qiven pari-mutuel tend to
freguent that sport to the exclus i.on of tli,� other type p.trimutuels." This apparently is cs1>c'ci,1lly the ca,;c .in rey,,rd to
jai-alai. More than 82'l; of the rlic1111i jai-alai [-)otrons do not
frequent the thoroughbred trucks.
Tlie greatest jc1i-alc1i r;,atron
attendance at c1nother pari-mutuel is attendance at L1oyrucin<:1.
However, more than 71'3 do not frequent the dog trucks. Thus,
there should be no effect on the existing attendc1nce relationship
with the other area pari-mutuels.
Part two or section three of the bill restructures the require
ments for application in the following ways:
1.

Increases the average daily pari-mutuel wagering pool to
$125,000.00.

2.

Increases the gross revenue to the state to $350,000.00.

3.

Eliminates the prohibition against racing on dates which
conflict with other dog tracks.

The section requires the Di vision of Pari-mutuel \-lagering to
issue annually a dogracing license to the holder of a ratified
permit if the other requirements are satisfied. The section
authorizes the conduct of a dogracing meeting during the 1980-81
racing season.
II.

Private Sector/State/Local Fiscal Impact
The philosophy and intent of the µari-mutuel industry is clearly
spelled out in the statutes. The intent is to maximize state
revenue and allow a reasonable rate of return on investment
to the pari-mutuel operator.
The anticipated increase in
attendance, parking fees, concessions, program sales, etc.,
should have a positive fiscal impact on the local government
and private sector in the target area.
The conversion of the permit from a greyhound permit to a
jai-alai permit in Dade County would affect state revenue and
private sector revenue, but the amount of the increase or
decrease is not quantifiable at this point in time. The creation
of a summer jai-alai permit and the anticipated increase in the
number of tourists in the area should have the affect of
increasing state revenue.
If in fact the projected condemnation proceedings occur at
the Miami Beach Kennel Club site and no alternative form of
pari-mutuel activity is provided the state revenue pool would
be reduced by at least $2,592,910.83 (the amount collected
during the 1978-,9 racing season).

1'1]<:'

The conversion from a horseracing permit to greyhound permit
in Seminole County will substantially increase the number of tax
dollars the state will receive.
While running as a harness
track, Seminole Downs has consistently been either the lo�est
or next to the lowest tax revenue producers of all of the
It is conservatively
pari-mutuel permittees in the state.
projected that the state 1·muld gain bet,.>1een $G26,2Gl.00 and
$2,500,000.00 in tax revenue.
The conversion would hc1v<' .,n ,1dtlit-_inn;,L siqnifici'P1r fiscctl
impact on the locill cco1101:1y, e111p I oymcnt, unemp laymen t anu
the construction industry.
The conversion as presently
described in this piece of legislation would impact
significantly on the harness race farmers, breeders, trainers
and others associated with the industry. It will impact 011
the general local economy in a very positive fashion.
Conversion would require extensive renovation of the physical
facility.
The dates of operation have been set in the bill and have
reduced the total overlapping in the county between pari
mutuel facilities from twenty-four to nine.
III.

Comments
The present owners
agreement with the
Further, they have
change to both the

of the Miami Beach Kennel Club are in
intent and purpose of the proposed legislation.
recognized the potential economic value of the
state and the permittee.

The conversion would eliminate the problem of overlapping dates
with the existing dog tracks in the area. This problem has
been of continuing concern to the Pari-mutuel Division and
the Legislature.
Staff would recommend that should section 2 of the bill pass
that converts the harness permit to a greyhound permit in
Seminole County, that every effort be made to find an altecnative
location for the running of harness, quarter and other flat
track horses in the area.
The intent would be to reduce t!1e
possible negative economic impact to the horse industry in the
target area.
Prepared by Warren Morgan
Staff Director Warren Morgan
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April 22, 1980

TO:

All Associations and Interested Parties

FROM:

Gary R. Rutledge, Direc�3/ . �
(j�J.-)� �
·/')

RE:

Florida Pari-Mutuel Commission Meeting

This is to advise you that the next meeting of the Florida Pari-Mutuel
Commission has been scheduled for Thursday, May 8, 1980 at 10:00 .J.m.

The meeting will be held in Room 272 of the Graham State Office Building
located at 1350 NW 12th Avenue, Miami, Florida.
Up for consideration are the 1980-1981 meeting dates for Winter Thorough
breds, Quarter Horse and those Greyhound tracks not approved at the April
11, 1980 meeting.

A copy of the agenda is attached.
GRR/jle
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DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS REGULATION
PARI-MUTUEL COMMISSION

AGENDA

Dr. Leon van Wert, Chariman
May 8, 1980
10:00 a.mn

Graham Building, Room 272
1350 NW l?.th Avenue
Miami, F.lorida

A.

Roll Call

1.

Report by the Secretary, Department of Business Regulation

2.

Rep0rt by cite Division Direccor

3.

Report by Subcommittees of the Commission
a.

4.

Taxation/Finance - Mr. Stephen Abramson, Chairman

Approval of 1980 - 1981 Meeting Dates
Under consideration are meeting dates for Winter Thoroughbreds,
Quarter Horse and these Greyhound tracks:
Associated Outdoor Clubs, Inc.
Bayard Raceways, Inc.
Biscayne Kennel Club, Inc.
Investment Corporation of South Florida
St. Petersburg Kennel Club, Inc,
Sarasota Kennel Club, Inc.
West Flagler Associates, Ltd.

B.

Comments of the Public
Comments of the Commission Members
Schedule Next Commission Meeting

STATE OF J-'i,()l{Jl>A
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April 30, 1980

TO:

All Associations and Interested Parties

FROM:

�\'. (
'
Gary R. Rut 1 ed ge, Director

RE:

Rules workshop
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Serles

This is to advise you that the Division of Pari-Mutuel Wagering
is conductinJ a workshop in Tampa, Florida on Thursday, May 22,
1980 for discussion of the Price-Waterhouse report and proposed
rules for improving control of pari-mutuel wagering activities.
The meeting will be held in Room 200 of the Hillsborough County
Health Department building located at 1105 East Kennedy (corner
Kennedy and Nebraska) at 9:00 a.m.
A copy of the agendaed rules may be obtained at cost by contac
ting JoAnn Linn at the Division office.
GRR/jl

Office of the Secretary

Division of Hotels & Hestaornnts

Division of Alcoholic l\everni.:es & Tobacco

Division of ( :1•11Pral H,•;:111:<1 "'"

i)iviAion of Florida Land Sales & C:onclominiums

Division of Pnri-Mutuel Wagering

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS REGULATION
PARI-i'v!U1UEL COMM1 SSION
J\CENDJ\

Dr. Leon G. van Wert, Chairn1w1
October 26, 1979
9:00 a.m.

State Office Budding, Room 002
1313 Tampa Street
Tampa, Florida

A.

Roll Call

B.

Approval of Minutes -- September 25, 1979

1.

Report by Secretary, Department of Business Regulation

2.

Report by Division Director

3.

Report by Subconnnittees of Commission
a.

b.

4.
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Drug/Medication Conuni ttee - - Dr. Leon G. van W�rt'•'·; ,,u,, r1'. ,:; i-,n'.::
re .r,. , i'.1, , ,· t-:u; L..;'il- 1;
'J
Taxation/Finance C01rnnittee -- Mr. Steve Abra.nis6rt,·�r·,, FL. 32397<:J5;1
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C.

Security/Ethics Committee -- Mr. Billy Vessels

d.

Off Track Betting Connnit tee -- Mr. Jim Lewis

1

"S u b j' ee,{--f;'(c $,� .
,::,
I a r ) n ,d v p I
I.

Request for Date Change
Miami Beach Kennel Club requests change in racing dates from
opening January 9, 1980 and closing May 14, 1980 to opening
January 10, 1980 and closing May 14, 1980. 111is would make
a total of 104 regular days and 4 charity/scholarship, a
reduction of one <lay from the original application. The
reason for the change is that January 9, 1980 is in conflict
with West Flagler's closing performance also on January 9, 1980.

5.

Discussion
Discussion on the possible need for legislation on emergency
·, 1 • ,
,; , / .
transfer of racing dates.

C.

Comments of the Public

D.

Comments of the Cormnission Members

F.

Schedule Next Commission Meeting __ / /,/;' ;.
.

DLPARDvIT:NT OF BUSlNJ:SS RLCUL/\'flON
PARI-MUTUEL COMMISSION
AGENDA
Dr. Leon G. van We rt, Cha.i n11cU1
November 26, 1979
l0:00 a.m.

'The Johns Bui I d.ing
Conference Room # 216
725 South Rronough Street
Tallahassee, Florida

A.

Roll Call

B.

Approval of Minutes -- October 26, 1979

1.

Report by Secretary, Department of Business Regulation

2.

Report by Division Director

3.

Report by Subcommittees of Commission

4.

a.

Drug/Medication Committee -- Dr. Leon G. van Wert

b.

Taxation/Finance Committee -- Mr. Stephen Abramson

c.

Security/Ethics Corrmittee -- Mr. Bill Vessels

d.

Off Track Betting Committee -- Mr. James Lewis
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Requests for Date Changes
a.

Ocala .Jai-Alai has requested to have their dates changed
from opening .January 2, 1980 through February 9, 1980,
being dark on 'Inurs<lays, to being dark on Tuesdays and
Thursdays for the winter season with the exception of
Thursday, .January 3, 1980. For the summer season they
would like to change their operating days from June 13,
1980 through October 1, 1980 to opening June 16, 1980
through November 3, 1980, again being dark on Tuesdays
and Thursdays with the exception of October 14, 21, and
28, 1980. Their matinee schedule will be Wednesdays and
Saturdays with special matinees on July 4 cU1d September 1.

b.

Fort Pierce .Jai-Alai has requested to have their dates
changed from opening February 11, 1980 through March 29,
1980 and May 3, 1980 through September 13, 1980 to opening
February 13, 1980 closing March 29, 1980 and opening May 2,
1980 through September 20, 1980. TI1ey will be dark Tuesdays
and Thursdays. 'Their matinee schedule will be Wednesdays
and Saturdays with special matinees on May 26, July 4,_and
(
September 1.

C.

C:onunents of the Public

D.

Crnmncnts of the ConTITlission Members

E.

Schedule Next ConTITlission Meetin g

7Nt.S /Jlc'b'/7,<./G.

DEPARTMENT 01: BlfSINLSS RECULATJ ON
PAH f -MlfflJLL CO�l/'-1 I SSJON
AGENllA
The GraJ1am Building, Room 272
]350 NorthKest 12 Avenue
Miami, floricla

Dr. Leon G. van Wert, Chainnan
January 14, 1980
2:00 p.m.
/\.

Rol1 Cal1

B.

Approval of Minutes - November

1.

Report by Secretary, Department of Business Regulation

2.

Report by Division Director

3.

Report by Subcommittees of Commission

4.

2(),

197�)

a.

Taxation/Finance C:onnnittee -- Mr. Stephen Abramson

b.

Security/Ethics Crnmnittee -- Mr. Hjll Vessels

Requests for Date Changes
a.

The Fronton has requested to have their dates changed from
opening October lS, 1979 through �larch 11, ] 980 to opening
August 28, 1980 through January 22, 1981. ·n1is change is
due to numerous construction delays in rebuilding the fronton
subsequent to the December 1978 fire. TI1ey are requesting a
total of 126 days: 105 regular days and 21 makeuµ days caused
by the fire; 3 of these days are makeup charity days. TI1ey
are requesting 53 matinees and 9 makeup matinee days. TI1ey
will be <lark December 24, 1980.

b.

West Flagler Associates, Ltd., has requested the following
matinees for their spring/summer meeting:
May l,2,3,5,6,8,10,12,13,15,17,19,20,22,24,26,27,29,31--1980
June 2,3,5,7,9,10,12,14,l6,17,19,21,23,24,26,28,30--1980
July 1,2,--1980

C.

Comments of the Public

l).

Corrrrnents of the Corrrrnission Members

E.

Schedule Next Corrrrnission Meeting

Department of Business Regulation
Pari-Mutuel Commission
AGENDA
The Graham Building, Room 272
1350 Northwest 12 Avenue
Miami, Florida 33136

Dr. Leon G. van Wert, Chairman
February 13, 1980
2:00 p.m.

A.

Roll Call

B.

Approval of Minutes - January 14, 1980

1.

Report by Secretary, Department of Business Regulation

2.

Report by Division Director

3.

Report by Subcommittees of Commission
a.

4.

Taxation/Finance

Mr. Stephen Abramson

Approval of 1980-1981 Meeting Dates
Up for consideration are meeting dates for all Associations with
the exception of Winter thoroughbreds and Quarter Horse.

5.

Requests for Date Changes
a.

Gulfstream Park Racing Association, Inc. requests to
extend their closing date from May 5, 1980 to May 7, 1980
for the purpose of conducting two additional Charity and
Scholarship Days, one of which will benefit the charitiP.s
designated by Hialeah Park, Inc.

b.

Jefferson County Kennel Club, Inc. requests their dates
of May 30, 1980 through September 4, 1980 be amended as
follows:
Open - May 23, 1980
Close - September 1 ' 1980
Dark On - September 2, 1980
Dark On - September 3, 1980
Dark On - September 4, 1980

C.

Comments of the Public

D.

Comments of the Commission Members

E.

Schedule Next Commission Meeting

Scholarship Day - �!ay 27, 1980
Charity Day - May 28, 1980
Charity Day - May 29, 1980

STATE OF 1:1.oHJI>,\.
)_)EJ> AUTMENT OF

l.h 1SINESS

){E(;.(JJ.ATION

IHVISJ< >N ( H•' PAIU-l\l t 'Tl 'El. WA(�EHIN(�
1350 N. W. 12TH AVENUE, ROOM 510
BOB GRAHAM
GOVERNOR

GARY R. RUTLEDGE

PHONE (305) 325-3475

September 21,

DIRECTOR

1979

TAXATION COMMITTEE MEETING
Mr. Steve Abramson, Chairman of the Taxation Committee
of the Florida Pari-Mutuel Commission, has organized a
meeting of this committee to be held on Friday, September 28th,
9 : 3 0 A. M. at 13 5 0 N . W • 12 th Avenue - Rm . . 3 6 0 .
All interested parties are invited to attend and par
ticipate in the discussion.

Gary R. Rut- edg
Director

GRR/lf

STATE ( >F Fl,( >IUI >A
DEPAH.Tl\lENT OF lllJSINESS l{EGULATION
UIYISI01" ( >F PAHl-:\11 ''1'1 'EL WA(a;HII','(;
1350 N. W. 12TH AVENUE. ROOM 510
BOB GRAHAM
GOVERNOR

GARY R. RUTLEDGE
OIAEC fQA

PHONE (305) 325-3475

October 1, 1979

TO ALL MEMBERS OF TAX COMMITTEE OF
FLORIDA PARI-MUTUEL COMMISSION AND INTERESTED PARTIES
Mr. Steve Abramson, Committee Chairman, has called
a meeting of the Tax Committee to be held on
Thursday, October 18, 1979, at 9:30 a.m. in the
conference room in the State Office Building, on
the first floor, 111 Georgia Avenue, West Palm Beach,
Florida 33401.
i

ry ·�� you
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Gary R.
Director
GRR:bp
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IJiviHion nf l'ari-Mutu,·1 \\':i.:,·n11.:
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Bub Graham, Governor
K B. Burroughs, Jr., Secretary
Gary IL Rutledge, Director

1lli:11ni, Flmirh :u1:11i
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October 26, 1979

TO ALL MEMBERS OF TA� COMMITTEE OF
FLORIDA PARI-MUTUEL COMMIS�ION AND INTERESTED PARTIES
Mr. Steve Abramson, Committee Chuirman, has culled a
meeting of the Tax Committee to be held on Tuesday,
November 6, 1979, at 10:00 a.rn. in room 360 of the
State Office Building, 1350 N. W. 12th Avenue, Miami,
Florida.
The purpose of this meeting is for a work
shop of committee meIT�ers to discuss previous imput
from members of the public.

Gary R. Rutledge
Director
GRR:bp
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Division of General Heg ula11011

Division of Florida Land Sales & Condominiums

Division of Pari-Mutuel Wagering
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R. B. Burroughs, Jr., Secretary
Gary R. Rutledge, Director

January 18, 1980
TO:

ALL ASSOCIATIONS AND
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The Pari-Mutuel Commission, Division of Pari-Mutuel Wagering,
Department of Business Regulation announces a public workshop
on Wednesday, February 13, 1980 at 10:00 a.rn. in Ro0m 272, the
State Office Building, 1350 NW 12 Avenue, Miami, Florida.
The purpose of the workshop is the discussion of the Taxation/
Finance Sub-Committee report which was presented to the full
Commission at their January 14, 1980 meeting.

Dr. Leon G. van Wert, Commission Chairman, requests that any
persons wishing to be heard at this workshop submit their
written comments to him, with copies to all Commission members,
prior to February 1, 1980. The Commissioners are:
Leon G. van Wert
Chairman
Post Office Box 5578
Daytona Beach, FL 32018

Billy Vessels
111e Deltona Corporation
3250 SW Third Avenue
Miami, FL 33129

Steve Abramson
Abramson Development
2315 Espana Real
West Palm Beach, FL 33406

James L. Lewis
Afro-American Life
Insurance
Post Office Box 2140
Jacksonville, FL 32202

Cope D. Newbern
Post Office Box 17237
Tampa, FL 33682

If you desire a copy of the Taxation Sub-Committee report, please
contact JoAnn Linn, Division of Pari-Mutuel Wagerir..g, 13'.50 NW 12
Avenue, Room 510, Miami, FL 33136, 305/325-3475.

Office of the Secretary
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January 24, 1980
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TO:

ALL ASSOCIATIONS AND INTERESTED PARTIES

FROM:

Gary R. Rutledge, Director, (_ (' ;_\
_

\,

\

This is to advise you t hat the Pari-Mutuel Commission
Workshop on Taxation scheduled for 10:00 a.m. on
Wednesday, February 13, 1980 has been postponed to
allow more time for preparation of comm nts on the
Taxation Sub-Committee Report of January 14, 1980.
The deadline for submission of t11ese written comments
has been extended to February 11, 1980.
We anticipate that the workshop wi 11 1-,e re schccJ u led
for early March, 1980 and we will advise you of that
date when confirmed.
February's Pari-Mutuel Commission meeting will he
held on Wednesday, the 13th at 2:00 p.m. as orig
inally planned.
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ARTHUR YOUNG & COMPANY
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

1401 EIRICKELL AVENUE
SUITE 700, FORTE PLAZA
MI/\MI, FLORIDA 33131

September 24, 1976

Mr. A.L. Baker
Executive Director
Department of Business Regulation
State of Florida
Johns Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Department of Administration
State of Florida
Carlton Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Dear Mr .. Baker:

serl- ,;

�.,.J-:··••"'

We are pleased that you have selected Arthur Young
& Company to perform a study of pari-mutuel taxes and other
costs and revenues of pari-mutuel facilities in Florida. The
objective of this study is to assist you to identify modifica
tion, if necessary, to the pari-mutuel tax structure to better
meet the objectives of the State, with respect to equity for
owners of facilities, State revenue levels and other factors.
Following is an outline of tasks we will perform in
connection with this study:
1.

Establish the final project scope, time schedule
and organization.

2.

Define existing and alternative tax structures.

3.

Establish the approach to be used in compiling and
analyzing data.

4.

Collect data from reports to the Division and other
sources.

5.

Analyze the data to evaluate the equity of existing
structures and to simulate the effect of alternative
structures.

6.

Evaluate alternative structures and prepare a pre
liminary report of findings, conclusions and recom
mendations.
cont'd...

"'ARTH U'R Yo UNG
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Mr. A.L. Baker

Department of Administration
7.
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September 24, 1976

Evaluate comments on the prelim:Lnary report and
prepare a final report.

An attachment to this letter contains a more detailed
outline of the above tasks.
Consistent with your request, it is our intention to
issue a preliminary report to you by the end of Nov�nber and a
final report by the encl of December, 1976.
Our charges are based upon hours worked by the various
grades of personnel, at our standard rates applicable to each.
We will bill you monthly on the basis of such charges, plus out
of-pocket expenses. The following is our fee structure, by grade
of personnel:
Partner
Principal
Manager
Professional

$70
$60
$45
$25-$30

per
per
per
per

hour
hour
hour
hour

Based upon our projection of the work involved, we
estimate that the total cost of the tasks outlined above will be
approximately $35,000 to $40,000, plus out-of-pocket expenses.
This estimate does not include an amount for participation in
any public hearings or other follow-up procedures that might be
necessary after issuance of the report.
Mr. Raymond E. Noonan will be the project director
on this engagement and our work will be performed under the
overall direction of Mr. Lester Schner in his role as Managing
Partner of our South Florida practice.
If the above arrangement
meets with your approval, please sign one copy of this letter
and return it to us.
We very much appreciate the opportunity to be of
service to you.
Very truly yours,

Accepted by:

Date
cc:

Mr. J. Patrick hlcCann
Director, Division of Pari-hlutuel Wagering

STUDY OF Pl\RI-t.lUTUEL TAXES
WORK PLAN OUTLINE

1.

Initiate the project
1.1

Meet with representatives of the Department, finalize
and document the project objectives and scope.

1.2

Define th� organizational relationships among the
project team, the Division, the Board and other
participants.

1.3
1.4
2.

Develop target dates and plans for interim progress
·reviews.
Develop final work plans, schedules and staffing
assignments.

Define existing and alternative tax structures and other
regulations
2.1

Review and summarize the existing tax structures.

2.2

Document the history of tax law changes and obtain
background documentation on recent changes.

2.3

Secure and summarize recent proposals for structure
changes which have not been adopted.

2.4

Summarize current structures in other states.

2.5

Conduct interviews to define objectives of tax
structures and recent changes.

2.6

Summarize other laws and regulations for pari-mutuel
facilities which have financial impacts (including
regulations on financial reporting).

2.7

Develop conclusions on alternative structures to be
evaluated and review with Board and Division
management

3.

Establish the approach to be used in compiling and
analyzing data
3.1

Define criteria to be used jn evaluating equities in
existing tax structures.

3.2

Assist the Department in defining criteria to be used
in evaluating alternative tax structures.

3.3

Catalogue the data available for analysis and the
sources of data.

3.4

Establish formals for recapping and analyzing data
from alternative facilities.

3.5

Define methods to be used to normalize data from
non-comparable operations.

i.6

Establish workpaper formats and analysis plans.

3.7 · Document the process for making legislative changes.·
4.

5.

Collect data
4.1

Secure copies of data from financial statements and
other sources.

4.2

Normalize data for non-comparable facilities.

4.3

Prepare summary worksheets for comparative analysis.

4.4

Compute rates of return, cost percentages and other
indices.

Analyze the data
5.1

Isolate and verify significant differences in costs,
capital requirements or other revenues.

5.2

Compare indices with those of other regulated or
non-regulated industries.

5.3

Simulate effects of tax alternative on State revenues
and returns to owners of pari-mutuel facilities.

5.4 . Evaluate results of current and alternative structures
against stated taxing objectives.

6.

7.

Prepare a draft report
6.1

Document the work performed, findings and conclusions
of the study.

6.2

Prepare drafts of recommended changes to tax
structures.

6.3

Issue a draft report.

Prepare a final report
7.1

neceive and review comments on draft report.

7.2

Prepare additional analyses and evaluations as
required.

7.3

Develop revisions to draft report.

7.4

Prepare a final report document.

STL!OY OF PAl:1-MUTIJEL TAXES
Su1111nary of October 74, 797G Meetinq

On October 74, 7976, a meetinq v1as held in 1:(00111 Hof the Senate Office
!3uildinq to discuss a progress rerort fro111 Arthur Young and Co1npany on their
study of the Florida Pari-Mutuel Tax Structure. Most of the discussion centered
around the proposed work plan v1ith various target dates for draft and final
reports.
It was agreed that another meeting would be held on October 29 to
s2rve as a progress report for Arthur Younq and Company. The subject matter
of this progress report would be flormalized Income Statements and Rate of Return
Calculations for Florida Pari-Mutuel Pern1ittees. The meeting is scheduled
for Room H in the Senate Office Building
Following is a list of persons in attendancP. at the October 14, 1976
meeting.
Jay Yelton
James A. Zin�ale
Ran Noonan
Russ Asher
Alan W. Livingston
Mary-Anne Bestebreurtje
Huey E. Ray
Jay S. Tiedeberg
Bruce Congleton
Charles lla1-1orth
Cliff Herrell
Wilbur E. Brewton
J. Riley Davis

STUDY OF PARI-MlJTUEL TAXES
Summary of October 29, 1976 Meetinq
On October 29, 1976 a n1eetinri v1as held in Room F of the Senate
Office Ruilrlinq to discuss a progress report from Arthur Younq and
Company on their study of the Florida Pari-Mutuel Tax Structure. The
progress report included the calculated rate of return on each pari
mutuel permittee on both reported data and adjusted data. The report
also included a comparison of rates of return of nonpari-mutuel opera
tions calculated on the same basis. Various oeprating statistics were
reported on the basis of relationship to pari-mutuel handle and the
dollars per.attendee. The report did not draw final conclusions nor make
recommendations. Representatives of the industry were requested to
review the data included in the progress report and report back to Arthur
Young any inaccuracies.
Jay Yelton submitted a list of alternative tax structures for
Arthur Young's use in developinq the estimated impact of various alterna
tives. Tvm additional alternatives were suqgesteo; first, to estimate
the impact of the "Ohio Plan" for capital improvements, and second, review the
existing purse pattern at the South Florida thoroughbred tracks for
reasonableness.
No additional meetings were scheduled at this time, althou0h it
was announced that the Florida Ho11se of r.epresentatives' Ad Hoc Committee
on Pari-Mutuel Taxation would meet in Miami on November 23, 1976. It
was requested that Arthur Young make a progress report to this coITTnittee.
Following is a list of persons in attendance:
Jay Yelton
Jim Brainerd
�lan Livinqston
Mary-Anne Bestebreurtje
Ray Noonan
\�. R. Asher
Rruce Concileton
Charles llav1orth
Cliff Herrel 1
8i 11 \,Jhitmer
Wilbur Jones
Doug Donn
J. Ri1 ey Da Vis
EJY/sv
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PJ\GE

Study Objective�.
Source Data .

Statement Normalization

Evaluation Criteria

.

.

.

Schedule l - Proforma Operating Income
and Return on Handle.

7

Schec1nle 4 - Operating Stati�;tics -Dollars per Attendee.
. . .
Schedule 5 - Alternative Tax StructuTes
for Thoroughbred Sector
Schedule 6 - Alternative Tax Structures
for Jal-Alai Sector .

8
9
10

Sc.:;1edule 'i - Alternati ve Tax Strue Lu1·es
for Greyhound Sector.

11

Scliec.lu le 8 - Alternative Tax Structt1res
for Other Horse Sector.

Schednle 12 - Impact of Reproduction
Cost.

4

6

Schedule 3 - Operating Statistics Percent of Handle

Schedule 11 - Jai-Alai Jfandlc Trend
Ana_lysi s. .

3

!j

Schedule 2 - Proforma Net Assets aucl
Return on Assets.

Schedule 9 - Thoroughbred Industry Tax
Change, 0 ther ...
Schedule 10 - Simulated Impact of Ch�.nge
to Graduated Structure with Incrl.:!asing
. . .
Handle.

1
2

J.2

. .. .

13
14
15

16

STUllY 01" P1\l�l-WJTUEL 'l'J\XJ�S
STUDY OBJECTIVES

o

To determine current fill:mc:L::.i1 status
o:f Pzni-I,Iutu0d F<1.ci l:i ti cs
OpE;rating income

� Rate of return

hlcaningiul differences in financial
structure a1td p0ctormance

o

To identify and evaluate financi.a.l
impact of altcrnat i ve ta:x: s l nictures

- to facility
- to state

to bettors

To provide staff assistance to Executive
and Legislative branches in defining,
evaluating and presenting changes to
Pari-hlu��el Laws.

TypP.
Faci 1:i_ i.y

Ntunber
Faciliti�s

Thoroughbred

4

Jai--Alai

9

Source
,'\/ S
lJRS

Cornrnen t�_;
Hialeah UTTS fonn '/
months ope:cat io:1s,
audited �tatements
12 r.1011 tlls opera Lions_

0
<:>

1

D;1.11i a audi tell .sL.1. t:2:neuts only.
·rt. Pierce llRS for::i. 11
1ao11ths operations.

Greyhound

17

12

5

Associated, Daytona
Dea ch, J,li ami Beach,
Palm Be�tch and
Sanford-Orlando
audi tE:!d s l:atements
Ollly.
Biscayne uns forra 10
months operations.
Palm Beach audited
statement net of
charity days.

Other Horse

4

3

- 2 ·-

1

Seminole Park audited
only.

c>

Eliminat:i.on (If f;pc�cial allov,�:ttCl'.:.; cuactecl in 1975.

,;

P.::or:1.tion :t)f Jacility costs ::.;uc:11 as depreciation
and; propqrty taxe:::;.

o
o

Elirninatiou oJ non--recurriug O'l'B cornrnissions aad
purses.

Calculation o[ foocl ancl drink j11come 011 a consistent
basis.
Elim:ination of non--operating- rcvunues Z\.ild expen::.;e::.-;
such as interest.

Net Assets - Proforma
o

Horki11g capital allowanc,1 baseJ on proforma operating
expenses.

o

Operating property allow�mce based on tlle higher of
tax as.::;essi:::c1 valus, of proper tic:s or U1e book value
of properties and intangible assets.

-- 3 -

EV.i\LlJI\TJ o:�

cm TEH l /\

o

Return calculation usiiq; lJroJonna operating; income
and gross pari-l!tlltuel llancne .

o

Hcturn cacu-lation nsing pro1orma operating inco;ne
and pro:Corrna net :t sse ts.
Operating statistics IJasecl on gross pai-:i-rnntuel
handle.

o

Operatiug statistics based
admissions.

011

total taxable

For Faci li ti C!S within Sector
o

Hankings using normal ra tc of r(:turn, proforma
operating income, gross pari--mutuel handle,
return on handle, proforma net assets, and
return on net asseL�.

- 4 -
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMEXT O:F DUSIKESS REGULATIO:-f
S7UDY OF PA::tl -!l'IlJTUEL TAXES

Proformn N'et Assets and Return on Net Assets
Other I1crs<::
Greyhouad
Thoroughcred
._Tai-Al<Li
Oper�ting Inco�e
�(

1
II
I'\.
..1.•b/,,•or
•i' "rr
Cn.pit al Allcw::i..nc;,?
L..:.

---·

jO;,r�:'.'.l ting: Properties
A.i. J.ov:::1.ncc

, ?- 1_
Cl

Proforma Net Assets
Return on Net Assets

,[J

,.--; '?

�·.

,,, ...,,..

�'�

�-·

-r.-1
"l

.,,._,,, �l

"'

,p

(_?_�9 .JJ�)

C::::1 ,... 1"� 2:-q
���-!...\.., '-J J_,' �

$20,9Sl.943
c_�=-=�===-==

$ 2,734,817

$ 1,624,119

$ 4 l 4- '"',;, f"\V / �.r.,o,-

G1,101,SG3

41 ? l 1 , S 21

'74,017,396

.§__G_�J :_ �3 �' 3_8_Q

r::':. __.':_��-�'�-:-_v

(.S1)%j

c;;..::-...=.=

"��·

--

1

1

<·41 r:'. '"' 8

C:

2S.,iG%

c;:::::;,-..=--.=

,t(\

$7G,4G8.297
...... ��
=--==!=
-26 ,

7,(,�
x,o

S(l.G0l.210)
=--�-===-��-=-=
-....:..�
$

901.7'33
20,317, 1r:SG

$21.219.2(9

,,------�

c::::=-:=;..��---::-::::..�

r "7 - :; ) c:

\ ( • :J....., ,� //
�---=--==----:

,,_T ... •·

7.,...,. r:
..
.J..-..1
.... !�..,...:..}I
1_

S ::1. :21,1. S,.32-

$

9, 6Sl _. lC·:

(
=--, ,.,rr
�-�""l
____:::"no

0\.·

2-210. OG2. �0C1

/I
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s·----

_;_ --=�-=-, �,
==-��-- -

S�ATE OF FLORivA
DEPARTMENT OF BuSIXESS RZGULATION
STlJDY OF PAF.I-01GTDEL TAXES
Operating Statistics - Percent of Eandle
Thoroughbred
Gross Pari-1�tuel Handle

Percent of Handle (�):
Po.ri-i,Iutuel Co!nmissions
Allowances
B::-:e::i.kag;c
Pari-0Iutuel Revenues

0

A]

)>
�
��

Greyhound

Other Horse
2,_63) QS 6..l 2£Q

$28 9 ,_80 5 6 7 G

$211-.,� 562

r$_M_g__JJJ.I__)�

9.84%

12.13%

.12
9.96

. l2
12.25

9.54%
. 77
---10.31

1.03
.25
.19
57
2.01
-12.00

1.89
.78
.3J
. 12
--3.iO
15.35

.12
2.95
.35
--

Admissions
Food and Drink (Net)
P�ogrn�s
Parking and Other
Other Revenues
Operating Revenues

-...J

Jai-Al2.i

Officer-Director Compensation
Other Cor,1pensG,tion
Payroll Taxes'and Fringe
Ber:efits
Compensation Exp�ns�
Purses, Salaries, Prizes, etc.
Advertisi�g and Publicity
P�.ri-�Iutuel - Equip:r,c:1t Rentals
Facility Costs
Other Expenses
Operating Expe�se
Operating Inco�e

I

3.42
4.97
.52
.40
1. 13
1.75
-12.19

( • ln)C!
";)
/0

� - -=
-

J

: r:ci:..:s ti�::

§1._;1._l_Q__._�•-g�

12.52%
.2-J
12.72

10.23�
. 41
. C6
--10.70

.G3
.35
.41.
.lG
1.55
11.86

1.00
.5G
.61
l . J. S
3.35
16.07

.97
.4:
.35
. .5 .:..
2.C�
12.7�

.5G
2.38

.30
2.34

.12
3. 7 7

.2S
2.57

.3G

.33
--2.97
2.37
.32
.5G
. 78
l.G8
8.58

.�1

.3.:

4.33
6.57
1.01
1.23
1 .S O
3.67
18.61

3.2�
3.!S
.�4
.SG
. <; ;:;
1.83
--10.lG

3.30
2.18
.49
.GO
.93
2.10
9.G5

::; ,...,,v:1
()

V • I :_)
�=- -:

� ?get/0

.._. • ...., .

�:::...---�=

,

10

r;t, \C(

\ '-' • ..__,, .:: / 10

�-=.:::.:�..:.r

')

:-:,r

� • ,.,, ,...) ,'':

r-=-_-.;_;;.=...�--,

STA�E OF FLORIJA
DEPARTMENT OF BUSIKESS REGULATION
STUDY O? PARI -�rnTUZL TAXES

Total Taxable Admissions

Operating Statistics
Jai-Alai
Thoroughbred
4,531.132
2. 421. 948'
===---====-=---.J

Dollars per Attendee ($):
P2.r i-:.:�J tt1c 1 Corunissi ons
Allow;:i.:::ccs
BI'e2.i'� ag·e
Par i -:,:'-: tue1 Rcv2n UGS

0-)

Admissions
F'.Jod 2.11d Drir1};: (Net)
1�1· C' g· 1, :�1�:s
Park :i.ng- :'-!,cl Other
Qt I, 2r i':cvc:1:.1e:s
Opcrati�g Revenues
0 f�ccr-Dircctor Compe�sation
C lwr Co: :::c::sa tion
P�yroll �a�cs and Fringe
1
Benefits
Co:::pc-:::sa ti on Exper:se

0

71

;;.,-.

�>
,.,;���
� i

r
I
�,;

?urscs, Salaries,Prizes,etc,
A�vertisinJ and Publicity
Pa:·i-:,I1-.lt1.:el Equipment Rentals
.F acilit:,r Costs
Otl101: Exper..scs
Operating Expense
OpeYating Inco�e

-

$11.77

$ 5,S2

.14
11.91

,05
5.87

1. 24
.29

.91

.23

•

G

f_)
Q

2 • Lj,J
14.35
.14
3,53
,42
4.09
5.95
,62
.48
1. 35
2.09
14. 53

$ (.23)

l:;_._-r=..--c==--=---=-=

- Dollars per Attendee
Other Horse
Gr0yhour:d
9,351.511
971. 530
:::,::;:;:__----=---=
�--=
$ 6.53
. 53
7.06

1.19
-

7.3S
n ,-

• ,:, I

1. l L1
.17
:-o

l. . .,__;•...)

1.05
• 2t_l

,29
.47
1. C·O
-�.G3
S 2,73
c-==-=--=-"'!

. 13
8.2G

11
l.0G
, ...,
0.
,20
1. GO

07
2. (,5

2 'J
1.30

• 23

.29

2:3

• vu

.IJG
-·

!•

S 7.17
29
. .Cl'-..
i.50

65
36
39
7,·
2.17
10.43

.43
21

') C'

• 1 -'.i::

$ 8.13

InC1-1strJ'
.,... r;7r:.':__!__
121_
±!__·�-

2,..,'J

()

J...L.;

2.03
1- C.....,.._�

.

• 2.2
,39
.53
l.OS

r:: . uu
".:' 0
,)

§����

? ��

,;..J

.

(.]

--

2t
.Gf3
, / r:J
1.17

L� •

n "0
,c, , .:iu

12. C-'3

iL.t����)

r;
�
� c.,·

29
2'i
22
1 i�-:::

S. 9:J

,..,..::. ••,...-:::o2. �.:_.,

.

<:Jr,
'--'..;

32

• ,.G..,..,7

_L •

.C:.1.:.'

r--

- C'!

r

.L .<

$ 1.81
��--=----.

STATE OF

FLORIDA

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS REGULATION
STUDY OF PARI-�fiJTUEL TAXES

Operating
Income
S (55S, 024)

Thoroughbred Alternatives
.Profor�a Results

Thoraug�bred Alternatives
Income Adjust��nts:
1) Current Law
2) Trd<:c-Ot.�t Increased 1/2%
3) T zJ,: 0 -Ol: t Incr12ased 1%
4) Take-Out Increased 1-1/2%
5) T8Jce -0�1t Inc::_ooased 2%
-,
b) T::1.k2-0�1.t Incr12ased 2-1/2%
7) 'IZL.1..::e-O"i..lt Increased 3%

c:.:)

�'

r
..
\.)

"'"":""/

(f/'�--J
�-

.

/ p.
,,,.

""'""''V

•f

c=;�

Adj'..1stme::::t
$1,000,000
1,352,709
2,705,41S
4,058,127
5,410,836
G,7G3:5'16

8,116,255

Alternative
Return on

Operating
Ii:co::i:e
('

,_)

! o
'-::, vi Q, -'-�
•l·-,1·"'··

,140, 97 6 v
793,6SG
2 , l G , 3S 1
3,49S,103
4,851,812
6,204,522
7, i557, 231
1:1:

Return on
Handle (%)
(.19)%

1

.15%
.27

.74
1. 2l
1. 67
2.14
2.61

cc-.•,'\
:c/

Return on
Assets (%)
.,,.,/I.,
c,L;.)
(•0
V
•'o

'
..,.:·.01:urn
on
;.ssets (S)

,GG%
1.19
3.21
5.24
7.26
9.2.S
11. 31

STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTivffiNT OF BUSI:NESS REGULATION
STUDY OF PARI-:r.IUTUEL TAXES

Jai-Alai Alternatives
Proform8. Results

Adjustment
Jai-Alai Alternatives
I�co�c Adjustmc�ts:
1) T�kc-Out Decreased 2%
$(1,219,187)
2) T�i:c-Out Dccrco..scd
1-1/2%
(3,164,390)
T��c-O�t Decreased 1%
(2,109,594)
3)
T�ce-Out Decreased 1/2% (1,054,797)
4)
1,054,797
5) T::__J.:c-Out Increased 1/2%
G)
T::1..kc-Out Increased 1%
2,109,594:
7) Take-Out Inc:rc�l,scd
3,164,390
1-1/2%
S) Take-Out Increased?,%
4,219,187

-/d
�.....,
"T
i

=-i

Opera ting
Income
$12,393,259

Operating
Income

Return on
Handl0 (%)
5.7d�
Al ternati '1/e
Rctu:rr: on

H:ind2.o (%)

Rct'...!rn on
Assets (0')
,c
2S. '16%

Rett:�·r.. or:
Assets \IC:,c)

$ 8:171,072

3.76%

18.77%

S,228,869
10,283,665
11,333, 162
1�3' 1148' 050
11,502,853

4.25
4.73
5,22
E,G7

21. 20
23.62
26.04
30.89
33.31

15,557,649
1G,Gl2,44G

7.16
7.61

1

a
(;
,._, • -l....,

0,... ,... ')
v
;J • / J

38,lG

STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMEXT OF BuSINESS REGULATION
STUDY OF :PAR.I-MUTU-ZL TAXZS

Greyhound Alternatives
Proforma Results

Operating
Incor.:e
$20/981)943

Operating
Income
Adjustment
Greyhound Alternatives
!nccme Adji.:st�ents:
1) Track Allowance
�
1-1
Dccre:i.scd $:!.70
Sl6,088.833
$(4,893,110)
pc.:: Ibce
2) Track Allowance
I'2cre2-.scd $70
(2,014,810)
per Race
18, 967, 133
3) Track Allowance
Increased $70
2,014,810
re:r Race .:,
22,996,753
4) ':"r�'.c:< Allo·.rnnce
Ir.c.reascd $170
4,893,110
25,875,053
per n:::ce
(6,093,112)
5) T:::ke-Out Decreased 1%
14,838,501
17 .' 935,222
6) Tako-Out Decre�sed 1/2% (3,046,721)
3,0-16,721
24:028,664
\.,.) 7) Take-Out Increased 1/2%
6,093,442
27,075,385
T�ke-Out Increased 1%
/..) S)
)-.,
.,;.r
Note: Track Allowance computations based 2S,783 races.
�-·--,

r

' {
=�·-i

Return on
Handle (�)
3.28%

R.eti.:rr1 on
AssGts (%)
26.7<.�·;

Al tern2. t:.. ve'
Return on
Handle (�)

Return on
Assets re:)
\. .
C'

2.51%

20.507,;

2.96

24.17

3,59

29.31

4.04
2.33
2.80
3.73
4.23

32.98

18.97
22.SG
30.62

3�1. 50

STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPART;,IEXT OF BUS::::1\ESS REGULATION
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FLORIDA'S PARI-MUTUAL WAGERING INDUSTRY

�I. Introduction - General description of the Industry
A. Types of Legalized wagering 1
��-i_t-S..
C. Types of State Intervention
Purpose and Scope of Study - To conduct a Comprehensive
analysis, using the most current data available, of the
effect of State R regulation on the Pari-Mutual wagering
industry in Florida.

I--->

I I. Methodology _ ()·""

�0
B.

Identification of Statutory controlled policy variables
Calculate the existing rates of return on Assests and
income.

C. Analize the Impact of policy variables on these rates
of return.
IV. Major Background Issues - \\v'l l 'b

6.=(9

. B.

v.

Summary of the impact of major policy varialbes
Current Statutory remedies.
:)(_,ol �

Speculaoion as to the 1 s.La:t::_e of the industry

Findings A.

Rates of Return on Assests and Income

B.

Analysis of revenue and expense structure

C. Take out adjustments
D. Summary
VI. Recomendations
A. Tax neutrality
B.
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C. Other Considerations
D.
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PERFORMANCE EVl\LUl\'l'ION PROJl·:CT
PROJECT TOPIC:
Analysis of the economic impact of state regulation on
the Florida pari-mutual wagering industry.
a.

Horse racing

b.

Dog racing

c.

Jai alai

MAJOR BACKGROUND CONSIDERI\TIONS:
1.

Identify and compare state statutes and regulations on
the pari-mutual industry, to wit: horse racing, dog
racing and jai alai.

2.

Analyze the present relurn of state revenues in the
pari-mutual industry.

3.

Analyze the pari-mutuo.l return of the "handle" to
pari-mutual establishments, particip2nts, and bettors.

4.

Identify the trends of generation and distribution
of pari-mutual revenues during the last three years.

5.

Estimate the projection of returns to the State of
Florida under present state regulation of the pari
mutual industry for the next three years.

6.

Project the trends for the pari-mutual industry in
general for the next three years, assuming no change
in state regulation; identify major problem areas.

7.

Identify and clarify the rcaltionship between the dog
kennels and dog track owners.

MAJOR POLICY QUESTIONS:
1.

To what degree should the State of Florida regulate the
pari-mutual industry?

2.

Should there be a greater percentage of takeout for
the horsemen and who will pay for this percentage of
takeout?

3.

Should the State of Florida receive a greater takeout
in the jai alai industry?

PRINCIPAL AGFNCIES AFFECTED:
1.

Department of Administration

2.

Department of Business Regulation

SENATE COMMITTEES AFFECTED:
1.

Commerce
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POTEN'l'Il\L DENEFITS:
1.

The economic health of the industry.

2.

Possible increased revenue to the State of Florida.

VEHICLE FOR IMPLEMENTI\TION:
1.

Statutory change.

2.

Recommendation of departmental rule changes.
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Pari-mutuel wagering Permit Conversions
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BILL �O. AND SPONSOR:

CS for HB 595 by
Committee on Regulated
I�dustries and Licensin
and Re . Hattawa

SUMMARY
A.

Present Situation:
In order to conduct a specific type of pari-mutuel activity
and wagering, an entity ffiust obtain a permit from the
Florida Pari-mutuel Commission and the Division of Pari
mutuel Wagering (Division). The permit's authority is
limited to a single type of pari-mutuel activity and,
except for the exception that follows, is valid only in the
county whose electors voted in favor of the permit�s
ratification. The exception is that in some instances,
for example, a permit to conduct quarter horse racing,
no election is necessari in which case the permit is still
valid in only one county.
There are no special provisions for converting a dog race
permit into a jai alai permit. If the permitholder wants
to change pari-mutuel activities, its permit application
must be approved by the Division,.
it must comply with
the mileage restrictions on entry ;:_'it must have the ;::>ermit
application ratified in an election.
If certain conditions are met, the present law allows a
permit to conduct harness .horse racing to \.'converted,
without the need of a new election, into a permit to conduct
greyhound racing. If a permit is converted, it cannot
be used as authority to operate on days that "conflict with
or coincide with" the racing days of any dog track within
a 100 mile radius of the site used by the holder of the
converted permit. No permit meets the current conversion
requirements.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
In regard to the dog-to-jai alai change, the bill contains
a statement of legislative intent, which expresses a desire
_to establish a summer jai alai fronton. In any county with
three or more dog racing permits (currently, only Dade
County fits this di\cription, and unless the law c�anges,
Dade is the only county that could ever fit the da:scriptiont
one of the permitholders would be allowed to convert its
permit into a permit to conduct jai alai games during the
period from May 1 to November 30. Any jai alai permit in
the county in which the converted permit would operate that
existed at the time of the conversion would be limited to
conducting games at times other than May 1 to Novemb'er 30.
In regard to the harness-to-dog permit conversion, first,
the bill would change the conditions that allow a conversion
to occur: the requirement that the average daily pari-mutuel
pool in any racing meet held in the 10 years preceeding the
conversion application be $25,000 or less would be increased
to $125,000 or less, and the requirement that the gross
revenue to the state for the same 10-year period not exceed
$70,000 would be changed to say that the gross revenue in
any 1 year of the 10 years not exceed $350,000. 0t is not
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clear whether gross revenue is limited to pari-mutuel
taxes or whether it includes sales tax and any other state
tax, for example, the corporate income tax, or whether it
means tax revenue, however calculated, minus the state's
expense in regulating the permitholder.) Second, there
would be no prohibition against the days operated under the
authority of the converted permit conflicting with or
coinciding with the days operated by any other dog racing
permit. Third, each year, in spite of any statute or rule
governing a permitholder's fitness to continue to hold a
permit, the Division would be required to allow the holder
of the converted permit to conduct dog races. Fourth, the
conversion application would be sent to the Division rather
than to the Department of Business Regulation (Department).
Currently, the only permit that would be able to convert
would be Seminole Downs and Fairgrounds, which is located
in Seminole County.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The betting public would be affected to the extent that it
values the loss of the converted permits and the gain of
the greyhound races or jai alai games. For Seminole County,
a converted permit would be its second dog race permit. The
local economy would be affected because a harness track
requires a larger labor force than does a dog track. On the
other hand, a conversion would probably require the
construction of a new pari-mutuel plant, which would have
a stimulative effect. For Dade County, a converted permit
would allow jai alai games to be conducted year-round, which
would help the tourism industry. The operation of a fronton1
however, should add less to the local economy than would the
operation of a dog track..
With regard to the harness horse segment of the industry,
_and/according to a harness track spokesman, Seminole Downs
has provided an opportunity for young horses to rase and has
encouraged the estabbishment of year-round residenc'J, all of
which forms the nucleus, or bulk, of harness racing. It is
also feared that since the high-money standardbred horses do
not come down from the north until December, the unavailability of resident horses will be detrimental to the
operation/ of Pompano Park.
With regard to other segments of the pari-mutuel industry in
the Seminole County area, the growth of the associations
within a fifty mile range of Seminole indicate that a
saturation point may be eminent. Should Seminole's racing
dates as·a dog track overlap with Florida Jai Alai (a
neighboring association) , Florida Jai Alai estimates a cut
of 25% in handle. Daytona Beach Kennel Club predicts that
Seminole's conversion would decrease its handle and
attendance by 10 to 14 percent.

B.

Government:
Based on the official estimate of pari-mutuel handle for
fiscal year 1980-81, staff estimates that:
(1) if the Miami Beach Kennel Club (MBKC) permit were
converted into a jai alai permit, the state's pari-mutuel
tax revenue would increase by at least $1.05 million. This
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takes into account the loss of MBKC, a 20% reduction for
Calder, and the converted permit generating 80% of Miami
Jai Alai's tax revenue.
(2) if Seminole's permit were converted to a dog racing
permit, the state pari-mutuel tax would increase by $572,600
If the estimate includes the assumption that generally a
dog track is more productive than is a harness track, then
staff estimates that the state pari-mutuel tax would
increase by $1,296,600.
Therefore, a conservative estimate is that the bill would
generate, at the minimum, an additional $1.6 to $2.3
million in pari-mutuel tax revenue.
III.

COMMENTS:
A.

Sections 1 and 2 of the bill:
1. Based on research by the Department's attorneys1 and
confirmed by staff research, section 2 of the bill is
unconstitutional because it is an act that pertains to
Dade County only, which is something the Legislature cannot
do.
2. Section 2 of the bill probably is unconstitutional
because it is an invalid delegation of legislative authority
The bill contains no guidelines to the Division to help it
choose which dog permit to convert if more than one permit
holder requests a conversion. "Any applicant in compliance
with the provisions of this act shall be issued an annual
license." The only provision with which an applicant must
comply is to be a holder of a dog racing pei71lit from a
county with three or more such permits. The bill does not
provide for a situation in which two or more applicants
simultaneously apply to convert their permits.
MBKC's assets were purchased for $13,375,000 by a group
called Summer Jai Alai, whose owners are three dog tracki,
including both of the other Dade County dog race permit-'
holders, and one jai alai fronton permittees. Their
interests are:
29% West Flagler Associates for $3,878,750
27% Biscayne Kennel Club
3,611,250
23% Investment Corp. of So. Fla. 3,076,250
21% World Jai Alai, Ltd.
2,808,750
World Jai Alai is in the process of selling its interest to
a Thomas Word from Tulsa, Oklahoma.
The Division, as
statutorily required for all new or transferred permits,
must complete certain investigations before the permit
tranfers are granted. These investigations are not yet
complete.
4. Although the bill gives the Division the discretion to
refuse to convert a permit, once a permit is converted, the
bill gives conflicting instructions about the Division's
authority to regulate the permitholder. On the one hand,
the converted permit "shall be renewable from year to year
as provided by law." This would allow the Division to
revoke the permit in order to insure the integrity of the
game. On the other hand, the holder of the converted permit
"shall be entitled to the issuance of a license (to operate)
a jai alai fronton during the (period May 1 to November 30) ,"
which appears to remove the Division's enforcement authorit
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On page 1, line 31, "section)!' should read "551.18".

Section 3 of the bill:
The bill creates a possible conflict with the usual permit
application procedure. The bill would require the Division
to convert a permit if the handle and tax revenue conditions
were met. In addition, the Division might not be able to
assure the integrity of the industry because, even if any
law or rule provides otherwise, the Division is required
to allow the holder of the converted permit to conduct a
dog race meeting. This requirement may prevent the Division
from revoking the p�rmit if the permitholder is convicted
of a felony or commits an act that disqualifies the permit
holder from holding a permit.
" iJ Or" I
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II

The reference to "parimutuel pool" on page 1, line 26
should refer to "pari-mutuel handle". The handle is the
total amount wagered during any day or on any race, and it
consists of various pools, such as the win pool on race 1,
the show pool on race 1, the place pool on race 1, the
quiniela pool, and the daily double pool.
All of the references to s. 550.39 should refer instead to
550.37(13).

